Transformation: Bosnian Project
When I think about transformation in my college years, one of the fundamental projects I
think of was from my Bosnian Immigration class. The reason this one comes to the forefront for
me is because I tried to do a project on Bosnia in high school that did not completely work out. I
had moved from Indiana to St. Louis about four years beforehand, and I had become friends with
many Bosnian immigrants who went to Mehlville High School. I learned about some of the
reasons why they had to leave Bosnia, the genocide that happened there in the 1990s, and the
effect St. Louis has had on them. Leading up to the anniversary of the 21st anniversary of the
genocide in Srebrenica, I started a petition to get the Bosnian flag flown at St. Louis city hall.
The petition received a little over 350 signatures, was featured in a story written by the PostDispatch, and I was interviewed on local radio (KMOX). I was even contacted by city hall to see
try to see if this was possible. Unfortunately, I was essentially ghosted and didn’t hear back from
them even though there was some discussion.
This was a great experience for me, since I had come from a small town in Indiana where
there was little diversity. The Bosnian population was the first immigrant populace that I had
ever encountered, and they changed my perspective on how the world is and how it works. I had
no previous thoughts about immigrants and had no real knowledge of that part of the world until
I came to St. Louis. In high school, I had just started to explore these ideas and they would
continue in college.
Moving forward to my junior year at Fontbonne, I decided to take a Bosnian Immigration
class. I learned more about the history of Bosnia, the conflict leading up to the war, and the
refugee situation of why so many Bosnians are in St. Louis. One of my Bosnian high school

friends was in the class as well, which led us to the final project that I feel transformed my view
on the Bosnian community and St. Louis as a whole.
The project first had me look into the different ways Bosnian refugees have changed the
St. Louis community. What I found matched my experience of when I first came here. For
example, many Bosnian restaurants and businesses have been assimilated into the culture of
south St. Louis. The schools have added culture festivals to highlight the new diversity, as well
as adding teachers and translators to help parents with younger children in schools. I also found
racial issues that arise with being Bosnian in St. Louis, and the impact of this tension. I learned
more about second and third generation immigrants, and the impact that has on families who are
trying to keep their culture while also assimilating to a new one.
The second part of the project was having my friend show me around to all the different
Bosnian influenced places in St. Louis. I went to local hookah lounges, cafes, restaurants,
monuments, and even a mosque. What I found was a unique and deep-rooted culture that has
found a way to assimilate into St. Louis culture. While some view this as good and others as bad,
it was eye-opening to see the little aspects of Bosnian life that they have brought over and kept
while being in the US. I witnessed everyday Bosnian culture, such as having coffee when
smoking hookah, and how different restaurants have stayed more traditional while others try to
combine St. Louis style food with Bosnian food. I saw how some have stayed deeply religious
whereas others find other ways to interpret their faith. Being in the mosque was unique as it
allowed me to experience a religious service I had never been a part of. I was able to see the
divide between younger and older Bosnians, their view of their culture, and how it influences
their daily life. Yet even with the differences, they all understand that they were a diaspora

community that was forced out of their homes. This is something I did not fully comprehend in
high school.
While I made my initial petition because I was impacted by the stories from my friends,
this project transformed how I viewed those stories, the Bosnian community, and St. Louis a
whole. I have a deeper appreciation and understanding for what it took to get here, what it means
to hold onto a culture, and how assimilation can have both negative and positive effects. I think
of this project as one of the most significant transformations I experienced in college because it
took the prior empathy I felt for the community in high school and truly made me understand the
history and stories behind it.

Transformation: Visual Merchandising
When I think about transformation in regard to my major, one of my favorite classes that
I took was Visual merchandising. I have always enjoyed pairing clothes together since I was in
high school and there was always a part of me that wanted to dabble in or try to do visual
merchandising. I finally got to take a visual merchandising class in the fall of 2019, and it helped
transform the way I thought about fashion, the industry, and the artistic interpretations behind
everything a consumer sees.
In high school, I loved to pair clothing together and help create fun and unique outfits. I
really enjoyed the versatility of fashion, and how it could sometimes look classic and also be
completely out there. I loved paring outfits when I worked at JCPenney and many of my friends
would ask me for fashion advice. This often happened if they needed to dress up and wanted to
know what little things, they could do to make the outfit look better.
I used to be in DECA (a marketing club) back in high school and participated in
competitions involving marketing scenarios involving fashion companies and retailers. In these
scenarios you have to be creative, but it mostly comes from a business type perspective. This
continued into college, with many of my fashion classes focusing on the production, retailing,
and marketing sides of the industry. This class however was one of the first that really
showcased my initial passion and intrigue in fashion.
What really set this class apart from the rest is that you had to have a blend of business
acumen as well as artistic expression, which often times people completely separate. There are
even people who separate what type of people they are, for example left or right brain people.
However, this class helped confirm that fashion merchandising needs both to work
interchangeably. The course required creativity when making themes, finding clothing, and
setting up displays.

The specific assignment that highlights my transformation is my fall 2019 display, which
we titled “gothic romance.” Part of the process was to not only pick a theme, but to also pick a
retailer along with it and make sure it matches the aesthetic of that store. Having to do this made
the project more difficult, but also engaging as I had to come up with a solution or explanation
behind the decision, similar to my DECA days.
For example, the project was supposed to represent something Alexander McQueen
might have in one of his stores. We had to consider the clothing used, as well as the background
aesthetics and props. This is important because the clothes need to appeal to McQueen’s clientele
and customer. Additionally, creativity is paramount in deciding what the background should be.
In this case, we chose red and orange bricks to represent fall, and the clothing has a more gothic
tint to also represent the season. There was an element of manipulating the clothing to make it
look more unique, and painting certain props helped bring the final touches together.
Being able to go back to this mindset of pairing clothing and setting it up reminded me of
why I chose this major and how that influence was affecting my professional and educational
experience. I was able to fully see how it is not always black and white when it comes to
responsibilities, especially in my industry.
This class has transformed the way I see my industry, as it is sometimes easy to be hyper
focused on one part of the industry and how the different aspects that led me to this major can be
combined together. I look forward to working in a position where I can continue to combine both
creative and business aspects to fully create a well thought out project.

Exploration: Ferguson Class
Back in 2014, during my sophomore of high school, the shooting of Michael Brown
happened in Ferguson. I had lived in St. Louis for about three years, so learning the areas of the
city and the culture around them was still fairly new to me. I remember the outrage, the differing
viewpoints, and the fights that came as a result of it. I remember the media spin on the whole
story, and how St. Louis was in the national spotlight. It was an interesting experience as it was
so sudden and confusing for someone who had not grown up in St. Louis. It was even more
interesting trying to explain everything to my sister, who was at basic training at the time.
At Fontbonne, my major was fashion merchandising, yet I still wanted to try out different
classes and explore beyond that. Fontbonne offered a class on the history of Ferguson and I was
immediately intrigued. I knew that the course would not fulfill anything for my major, but there
was something about the class and exploring more about the city I lived in that sounded
necessary to me. Even though I lived near Ferguson, I always felt that it seemed far away. I
wanted to explore more about this part of the St. Louis region that I had not really been to.
I decided to take the course. The class did more than just discuss the shooting but went
into depth about the history of St. Louis (specifically Ferguson), the racial tensions from St.
Louis’s beginnings, and an analysis of the media portrayal of the whole incident. What I loved
about this class is that it was a way for people outside of and from St. Louis to better understand
something that they may not have fully comprehended. We went into depth of the Ferguson area
and the reality of it versus how the media portrayed it. Ferguson looked similar to where I lived
in South, and the media had painted it like some trashy/anarchist part of St. Louis. It was also
interesting, as everyone from the class was either not from St. Louis or was from different parts
of St. Louis. Because of this, everyone had a unique experience on how they perceived or were
affected by the events that happened in Ferguson.

Exploration: Griffin Roar
Back in high school I was involved with the journalism and media class/club. This started
out with me taking the introduction to journalism class, where we learned how to write news
stories and work a camera. This led to me taking the broadcasting class, where we learned about
creating news stories and broadcasting in general. During my time in this class, I learned about
video and audio editing, as well as how to create a full broadcast. One of my favorite memories
from that experience was that I had a show that was separate from the news stories called
“Dapper Time” with John Hadley. I did fun games and stories that involved teachers and
students. It was one of my favorite aspects of senior year and is a really fond memory of mine.
Now in college, I did not continue in journalism, but I did take digital publications my senior
year. I added this because I needed another elective and there was something about broadcasting
and journalism that I had missed.
Going into the class, we went back over all the details and rules involved with
journalism. This includes structure, citing, and copyrights, all that a journalist needs to know. I
hadn’t gone over that stuff since junior/senior year of high school, so it felt familiar yet distant at
the same time. When it came to content for the semester, I wanted to explore and do stuff I had
not done in high school . In that time, I dabbled in news writing, and had a variety show. This
time, I wanted to explore other formats of journalism.
In digital publications, I was able to publish news stories, student interviews, a personal
op-ed, and a podcast. The first thing I did was publish a news story about some changes on
Fontbonne’s campus. I was able to get back into the groove of journalism, but I wanted the
stories I wrote to be more representative of my time at college and not on reliving the past. My
next article dealt with interviewing students over the new griffin mascot on campus. This one

was fun and allowed me to explore a more interview style of journalism that I did somewhat in
high school. I was able to focus on current day situations and how the students felt about it. The
last article I wrote was an op-ed piece about the posthumous album of Leonard Cohen. This
article was cathartic for me as I had never written an opinion piece during any of my journalism
experience. This was a completely new endeavor for, and I had to work through it differently
than the other articles. It was also cathartic as it was about one of my favorite artists, who had
passed away during my freshmen year of college. It allowed me to explore and reflect on my
time in college and to produce a piece that took in emotions and thoughts that had accumulated
over four years.
The last piece of content I produced was a podcast with Mari Torres. In the podcast, we
interviewed Dr. Pressimone before he officially resigned from being President of Fontbonne. I
had made a podcast my sophomore year of college, however, this one was more formal and more
professional than that podcast. I really wanted this to be a way of asking important questions that
had substance. I had never edited a podcast so that was a whole new and sometimes frustrating
experience. However, I was incredibly happy with the end result.
Looking back, I am very glad I took this class. I know it did not have to do with my
major, but it was something that I had missed doing. I learned more and gained more from that
elective class than probably from any other. I wanted this course to represent my time in college
and apply skills that I knew from high school in a new and relevant way. I am happy to say that I
enjoyed both experiences with journalism. I will be able to use this skill of adapting, learning,
and seeking in my future career.

This led into my final project for the class, which I worked on with Quinn Wilson. We
did a video project called “Perspectives of Ferguson.” What we wanted to do with this project
was get different people’s stories from all over St. Louis and how their experience was during
the events. What I loved about this was it felt like I was not only exploring more of the city that
was my home, but also exploring different ways that people are affected by tragic events. The
differences in people’s responses based on where they were and where they lived was eyeopening.
People who lived in the Jefferson County area but had high school sports games and
events in St. Louis had a much more confusing and uncertain experience with it all. They were
getting all their information from the news, which made them uneasy to be in those areas. Even
though they were only 30 minutes to an hour away, they seemed very far removed from the
whole situation. People who lived closer to Ferguson had a much more personal connection to
the events and seemed more aware of what was actually going on. Going through these
interviews really highlighted how diverse the city is, and how just because people are from the
same area does not mean they experience things the same way.
Overall, I am really glad I took this class. I was able to explore different stories,
experiences, and the history of a place. I had my own experience of those events but being able
to know the history behind it while also learning from other people’s experiences shows why this
class is so important.

Leadership: Leadership Style Assessments
While in college, there were numerous times where the organizations I was in wanted us
to take personality type quizzes that would help us assess our leadership styles. Over the past
four years, I have taken a variety of these quizzes. The three I would like to reflect on are Myers
Briggs, true colors, and strength quests.
Even though the Myers Brigg’s test is a little controversial in how accurate it is, I have
taken it multiple times throughout college. Interestingly enough, I never seem to get the exact
same scores every time. Whenever I take it, I either get ESTJ or ENTJ. This breaks down to
Extroverted, Sensing or Intuition, Thinking, and Judging. To break it down further, it shows that
I am mostly extroverted, mixed between focusing on details or seeing the overall big picture
when gathering information, reasoning over feelings in decision making, and prefer rules and
deadlines. I have always struggled with Myers Briggs, because even though it picks those as my
most prominent characteristics, I never fall too much to one side than the other. This is especially
clear with sensing and intuition, but also with thinking and feeling as feeling has taken up more
percentages each time, I take the quiz. This has often lead to me feeling unsure about what my
leadership style is. Looking back on it, I actually enjoy the medium range and fluidity of some of
my results. I think it showcases how I perceive different situations as they are and think about
them in their own circumstances. While this test does not strictly define me, I think it has helped
me understand what some of my traits are and how I am able to use those in teamwork and
decision making.
The other leadership assessment I took was true colors. This breaks down into orange
(free and spontaneous), green (innovative and logical), blue (searching and symbolic) and gold
(dutiful and stable). I tied with blue and green, with gold coming in a close second. Again, I felt

conflicted with these results as I felt that green and blue tend to clash. However, the more I look
into it, the more I feel clear about my thought process and personality. In decision making, I tend
to look at the best answer based on the data I have, but I also continue to reach for the
overarching goal of why I am doing what I am doing. These do not have to clash but can work
harmoniously together. This can be extremely helpful in a workplace where problem solving
with a team or independently is critical. It is sometimes frustrating to not just have one
prominent feature be what clearly defines you, but I think learning to understand why my results
came out this way can help me better understand what kind of person I am.
Lastly, I took strengths quest. I actually took strengths quest during my freshmen year of
college. This one isolates 5 out of 34 themes that represent your leadership style. In this one, my
top five were: context, input, strategic, intellection, and achiever. What I really like about this
one is that it is more in depth and breaks down characteristics in more details. Looking back and
comparing those results to Myers Briggs and strengths quest, it is interesting to see how themes
in my strengths quest coincide with true colors. For example, the green I identify with matches
with input and strategic themes. Intellection and context could correlate more with blue. And
Achiever goes most with gold. These results show how I can take my personality and leadership
traits and utilize them best as I finish up college and go into a career.
Overall, even though these tests may not fully identify who I am, they have helped isolate
strengths that I naturally have in leadership and can allow me to develop them.

Leadership: Residential Assistant
When I arrived in college, I was coming in with an open mind about what I would do
here. I had picked a major, but I was not sure what to fully expect. I did not know what clubs I
would join, how my classes would go, or what I would fully do while here. I knew I wanted to
continue leadership positions like I had in high school. I had just come off of being President of
DECA, Vice President of NHS, and being on Senior Exec Committee. I knew I wanted to
continue down this path, but I was not sure what that would look like. I was a part of Student
Ambassadors and Quest my first year of college. I made sure to be at every event and made sure
to get to know people. However, I felt there was something missing in terms of a leadership
aspect. Before I even got to college, my mom wanted me to apply to be an RA and I was
frustrated as I was just trying to get adjusted to college life. I did apply for the position my
second semester of freshmen year and I got the job.
Being an RA at Fontbonne has been probably the most prominent form of leadership I
have experienced while at Fontbonne. The first year I was an RA, I was nervous and was not
sure what to expect out the role. However, I quickly found out how to manage everything. This
included putting up posters, making boards, creating events, and dealing with crisis situations.
While the job was extremely stressful at times, it really helped prepare me in delegating,
teamwork, and leading people in general.
My second year I felt more confident going in. I had one year of experience under my
belt and I was also a junior, meaning I was over halfway done with my college career. I was able
to do more unique events, such as voter ballot information sessions. I was able to take things I
was interested in, things my residents were interested in, and create events based on those. I also

found myself being a mentor to some of the newer RAs and became better at other aspects of my
job such as incident reports, how to deal with mental health, etc.
My third and last year as an RA has been bittersweet. I have made some amazing friends
with the staff that I work with. I have seen and been involved with many freshmen as they have
come in and started their college experience. I have seen extraordinary people come and go and
getting to see those experiences is amazing. Sadly, I have not been able to be as much of a
presence to freshmen this year, though I still hope to have played a role in making their college
experience great. I have fully developed into the role a and am proud to have imparted my
knowledge to the other RAs.
Overall, I know I learned skills and had experiences that will help me in my career. I’ve
had to help manage and create events, work in teams and organize people, be creative and help
market events, deal with crisis situations, and so much more. I wanted to continue leadership
from high school into college, though I was not sure how that would play out. I am still not sure
that I expected to be where I am today, but I can say that I did continue and have finished that
goal. Leadership as an RA has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my life.

Occupation: Brainchild Events
Junior year of college, I started looking for more things to add to my resume that were
fashion related. My fashion advisor reached out and told me about Brainchild Events and the
Pins and Needles Fashion show. This was essentially a fashion show that focused on talented
Midwest fashion artists. It was one of the biggest fashion shows in the Midwest, especially since
other prominent Midwest cities have lacked in producing shows that can compete with New
York and Los Angeles. I reached out and got in contact with the creator Dwight Carter. I initially
was not sure what I would be doing for that event. Soon though, I would be very involved.
Dwight ended up needing a lot of help with the event, and I became his right-hand
assistant through the process. I went to meetings for planning out the fashion show and was in
constant contact with Dwight. I had to make sponsor slides and have everything prepared. I was
there hours before the show started, and when Dwight wasn’t around, I was in charge of
answering any questions. I had to help lead models around, talk to reporters, and make sure all
the seats and lights were in the right areas. I also ran the slide show during the fashion show as
well. That was the start of my work with Brainchild Events.
Since then, I have helped out with nearly every Brainchild Event. This includes working
events for men’s fashion week, local fashion competitions, and food and fashion collaborations.
Many of these events are unique and have shown me how different events can and should be run.
For these events, I tend to lead the front of house and check-in, and also help out with
management. It has been an incredible experience and I have met many people in the fashion
industry through it. This went beyond local fashion influencers. I was able to meet people who
work in New York and Los Angeles. Many of these people are not just designers, but are fashion
writers, businesspeople, models, entrepreneurs, and marketers.

Currently, I still help out with front of house takes as well as managing most of the social
media for the company. This includes campaigns for events on both Facebook and Instagram and
analyzing what works and what doesn’t. This has been great experience as social media
marketing and management is something I have considered doing after college, so this is great
experience going forward.
I am really glad I took the chance on that volunteer opportunity. I feel that it has helped
me add so much to my resume. At that point, my fashion related experience was lacking, and I
know that this experience could help with future employment. I have also made a great
connection with Dwight and have been introduced to many other prominent fashion leaders that
are great people and could help in my career search. I think being able to combine management
with marketing has been great, as those two things really pique my interests. I look forward to
continuing with Brainchild Events and am excited to see what the future holds.

Occupation: The Normal Brand
Over this last summer, I had to complete an internship for my fashion merchandising
major. This process was rough, as many internships seemed to fall though, or there were not as
many options as I was hoping for. As I continued my search, I came across a local menswear
company called The Normal Brand. I remember the interview, because I showed up in a full suit
and was the best one dressed there, as everyone else was in casual clothes. The interview went
well, and I was offered the internship!
When I first started working there, I was tasked with cleaning and organizing the samples
closet. The first thing I accomplished there was completely reorganizing that closet and getting
all the clothes into the correct boxes. This was an extremely tedious and tiring task, but it helped
instill a good start to my internship, especially when I finished. It felt good finishing that task
and continuing on to others.
Throughout the internship, I had some smaller tasks that were not as important compared
to other projects. I had to organize seasonal magazines that were used for marketing ideas and
brainstorming, organize color swatches to specific garments, and make sure that the company
was using the right pantone colors. The big task I had though, was making curated boxes for
influencers.
The big project that I worked on for the whole summer was a social media influencer
project, where I had to isolate 100 influencer accounts that I felt best represented the brand. I
then had to pick a top 20, then curate boxes of the brands merchandise to send to them. This task
was engaging and felt like I was going forward in my career in a way I had been wanting to. I
wanted to gain some marketing experience and this project was just up my alley.

When the internship ended, I was able to have the top 20 list of influencers and to curate
the boxes. Sadly, I did not get to see them shipped off, but I am happy with the work and data I
put together to get to the end result. I also got to see how a small local business runs, what the
office is like, and what the warehouse system is like. This was cool to see firsthand, as we learn
about it in classes, but this was dealing with it tangibly.
A significant takeaway I learned from this experience is how both menial tasks and big
tasks are important to the flow and structure of a business. I felt like the work I did helped
continue the business going forward, even if some tasks were not as important as others. I was
also able to see how communication is very important, and how constantly updating superiors
and coworkers on tasks is very important.
Overall, I think this was a good experience. It showed me how a real small fashion
business function. I also gained some real-world experience with marketing and securing an
internship. I am happy that my college career helped lead me to this opportunity and I will take
the experience from there going forward into my career.

Service and Social Justice: Fontbonne Day
When I think back on service in college, I usually think of Fontbonne Day and the way it
brought students and myself out in the community. Since I’ve been at Fontbonne, I’ve
participated in this day of service twice. The first time I participated, I helped other students and
faculty spruce up the gardening area in the middle of Southwest Hall.
What I really enjoyed about this experience was it helped instill a sense of pride in my
school and community, as I took time to make the area look nicer. I had never really been to that
part of Fontbonne, and it educated me on parts of campus I had not been exposed to. What I also
took away from the experience was that I met other students and faculty I never had before. It
had a way of bringing people from Fontbonne who do not necessarily work together into an
environment where they could meet while also doing service work. I feel that this really reflected
on Fontbonne’s old slogan, “Learn More, Be More.” It takes the idea of learning more in an
academic sense, but going beyond it by “being more” through going out in the community and
changing it.
What I also enjoyed from that experience was that the area would later be used for other
classes and community outreach. They continue to use the area down there for classes in dietetics
and science. It also has been used for community outreach and teaching children about growing
food. It was one of the first things I did at Fontbonne that centered on service and giving back to
the community. I sometimes look out at that garden area and notice some of the work the team
and I did that day and how it is still there.
This first experience showed me how great the Fontbonne Day concept is. It gives
students and faculty a chance to take time off from classes and teaching, establishes new
connections between people, and helps them go out in the community. It helps provides students

with an opportunity to start experiencing service in the St. Louis area and how they can make
their community a better place.
The second time I did Fontbonne Day, a group of us went out to one of the elementary
schools and worked with students on planting a community garden, cleaning up the basement of
the school, and planting vegetables with the students. I really enjoyed this experience as it felt
like I was going beyond helping out at Fontbonne and actually going out in the St. Louis
community. Back in high school, our National Honors Society group would go and give children
in inner city schools toys during the Christmas season. This reminded me of those times and how
important it is to help people not just during one time in the year, but all year.
That day was strenuous as I was often tasked with taking out garbage and destroyed items
that were in the school basement. It gave me a closer look into how lack of staff and resources
can often be detrimental, especially to students who are there to learn. It was also nice to see how
grateful the students and staff were that we came down and spent the day helping them plant this
community garden with them. I think it was an overall rewarding experience.
There was something great about getting out of a routine and trying to do more, even for
just a day. Seeing the whole campus do this as well is really inspiring. It was a useful reminder
that individuals don’t make change, it’s groups working together to improve society. It instilled
in students and faculty that Fontbonne should not just be a place of learning, but a place of doing.
Looking back, I am glad that I took the time to participate in Fontbonne Day. Working as
a community to improve communities is a value I will take after I graduate from college. I would
like to still do community and service projects in St. Louis and help out where I can. I think that
places of employment should take this example and formula and do the same thing in their
companies. Being able to be involved in making your school, workplace, or city a better place is

part of being an engaged and productive citizen. As I look back at these service projects, I hope
that it will continue to remind me to continue to work in my community to make it a better place.

Service and Social Justice: Quest
When I arrived at Fontbonne, I joined the Quest program whose mission is to highlight
leadership qualities and expand on them. I was excited to be a part of this program because I had
just come from high school where I had been involved in many leadership clubs. In these clubs,
we would often do service projects. For example, for National Honors Society, we would acquire
donated toys and give them to underprivileged kids in the area. When I entered college, I wanted
to continue being in leadership organizations and doing service projects. Part of the Quest
program involved doing service hours throughout the semester. Throughout my time in Quest, I
had some interesting experiences while doing service projects in St. Louis.
One of the first experiences I had was making a meal with some students from Fontbonne
and bringing it to a homeless shelter. What was great about this was it allowed me to meet more
people at Fontbonne who were working towards a similar goal. It also was great meeting all the
people at the shelter and having dinner and playing games with them. It allowed me to get to
know people I would not ordinarily interact with and to just get a better outlook on life. Being a
part of this experience got me out of my comfort zone and allowed me to do something good in
the community while also learning more about myself.
The other service project entailed my family and I making dinner for some families at the
Ronald McDonald House. That was also an eye-opening experience as we spoke with families
who had traveled from all over to be there. These families were going through really rough
illnesses. I really enjoyed that experience because I enjoy talking to people and really getting to
know some of those families was a cool experience.
What I liked about this experience is that the Ronald McDonald House is an organization
that people recognize, but oftentimes is not really elaborated on. I know people donate to it, but

this was the first time I had ever been to one of their locations or helped out through my time and
presence, instead of just a cash donation. I would recommend everyone to check it out, as they
could use the volunteers and it is an incredibly rewarding experience.
My involvement in Quest set the tone for the rest of freshmen year and for the rest of
college. I think there was an element of nervousness as both projects were with organizations I
had never worked with, but I am glad that I signed up to help. My desire to serve others
continued as I went to help with Fontbonne Day as well. I wanted to be able to understand those
in need and how the people in our community can help them.
I would say that through both these service projects the most important element was
understanding and empathizing with the people we were there to help. I want to take this into my
future career as I do not want everything to be solely business oriented, but also have an element
of real ethical change. This means that I should work with upper management and coworkers and
try to instill a sense of service no matter where I go. Being able to help the homeless and those
who are facing serious illnesses showed me how there are people everywhere who need help and
it is easy to help if you just put in the time. While I go into my career, I hope that I do not get
stagnant and forget to be ethically concerned for people and the communities I work in.

